Ready to paddle Loch Glass.

On the summit with Ben Wyvis beyond.

The cycle out.
The descent was a joy. I was with my nephew who was somewhat
fitter than me and nearly forty years younger and as we were hiking
light we make use of gravity and ran and trotted back to the bealach.
Not wanting to take the long way back through the heather, we
dropped off down a green gully and followed damp grass tracts
downwards, gradually making our way to the deer fence. It was a final
slow descent thereafter back through the trees to reach the road and
our bikes and the final two miles fast bike out to the car. We were back
home in time for lunch.
Yet again I had travelled to places, hiked mountains and traversed
lochs that I would not normally have gone to. The Foxy’s are an excuse
for an adventure.
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the loch. The pink house was surrealistically mimicked in the water such
that I want to turn the picture on its head.
Leaving the bikes secured to a tree, we set off up a well defined
track that heads to the left of the mound of Meall na Drochaide.
However, I was soon disappointed as the rocky track dissolved into a
boggy quagmire and we squelched upwards to skirt around the mound
rising above a cloud inversion before making our way over the uneven
heatherclad slope to reach the bealach. At this point the windswept
slopes can only support short grass and it was easier going as we
continued up the ridge line before we struck east to the summit of Glas
Leathad Beag. At the very small summit cairn we took stock; we had
clear views all around us with Wyvis in the near the distance; we had
claimed our Foxy and we could now descend.

Culzie Lodge by Loch Glass.
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